WHY SIRIUS?
Sirius Managed Services is a topranked global MSP that supports
clients in both client-based and
Sirius-provided data centers.
Sirius is a Citrix Platinum Solution
Advisor Partner with the highest
level of expertise of the Citrix
solution portfolio, including these
specializations:
• Virtualization
• Mobility Management
• Networking for Data Center
• Networking for Apps and Mobile
Security

SIRIUS MANAGED CITRIX SERVICES
FULLY MANAGED VIRTUAL APPS AND DESKTOPS

The evolution of how and where we work has expanded the diversity of apps,
devices, infrastructures, and even people’s working styles. IT is now expected
to enable a “work from anywhere, anytime, on any device” model, but even
the most prepared IT team can be challenged with the effort to provision the
necessary hardware and software, provide training and ongoing support, and
ensure security and compliance to keep at-home workers productive.
Sirius is uniquely positioned to help organizations overcome this challenge —
especially during a time of crisis. Sirius has partnered with Citrix to design,
implement and manage Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops™ so you can deliver
applications and desktops to any device while strengthening data security,
reducing costs and increasing user productivity.

THE SIRIUS ADVANTAGE THAT COMES WITH CITRIX EXPERTISE
As a Citrix Platinum Solution Advisor, Sirius Managed Services has the top
talent and resources to support your organization’s Citrix® infrastructure.
Included in our Managed Citrix Services are all the operational and systems
management tasks you would expect to support your environment, from
troubleshooting Citrix infrastructure components to proactively monitoring
and performing corrective action on alerts.
Sirius Managed Services brings world-class monitoring and management
to ensure that Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops are always available, while
providing the consistent end-user experience that is critical for organizations.
Sirius has the industry’s best experience, knowledge and tools to manage,
monitor and support complex Citrix implementations and infrastructure.
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